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Goynche Niz Mogi
on a novel mission
I-ERPlDt<I:t'U(ll:K
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PANJIM, APRIL 8Goynche Niz Mogi on
Thursday said it would
abstain from exposing the
faults of political leaders,
ministers and MLAs and

would restrict itself to
educating Goans on how it
would strive to make Goa
a better place to live in.
1
Addressing
a press
conference to announce the
launching of its website,
www.loversofgoa.com.
GNM President
James
Fernandes
urged
wellwishers to e-mail the
website address to their
friends. He urged Goans
living in India and abroad
to contribute generously to
the GNM election fund.
Fernandes
said only
support from people will
. help them as they intend to
field candidates in all 40
constituencies during the
forthcoming
assembly
I elections. "We will require

at least Rs 3 lakh per
candidate for campaigning
during
election,"
he
informed.
He said anyone who
wished
to contribute
towards the elections fund
or seek more details could
e
m
a
i
I
isgnmjuly4@Yahoo.com or
telephonically
contact at
176,
Casa
Rocha,
Fontainhas,
here
on
2223739.
He further informed
that GNM candidates for
the elections would be
informed three days before
the last date of filing the
nominations.
I
am
confident
that in 30-35
constituencies
our
candidates will throw up a
good fight, he said.
Fernandes stated that
the assembly elections are
one thing, but they also
plan to field candidates for
the panchayat
elections
slated for May 5.
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Goyche Niz Mogi
launches website.
BY A STAFF REPORTER
reporter.;@gomantaktimes.com

PANJIM:
Goyche
Niz
Magi launched its website,
www.loverofgoa.com at Panjim recently.
GNM president James Fernandes called upon Goan living all over the world to email
to their friends the address of
the GNM website.
He also called on the Goans
and well wishers settled in
India and abroad to contribute generously to the GNM
Assembly election fund as it
intends to field candidates in
all 40constituencies.
He said that the candidates
will be highly respected, honesty beyon..ddoubt, all committed to the development

and enrichment of Goa and
Goans in all 40 constituencies. He also informed that
ttie names of the GNMcandidates would'be declared three
days before the last date of filing the nomination papers.
Fernandes also stated that
in future the GNM would
abstain from exposing the
faults of the political leaders, ministers and MLAs
and would restrict itself to
educating and enlightening
the Goans on how it would
give a better way of life to the
people, give a better standard
of living to the people, increase the spending capacity
of the Goans and make Goa
a better place if not the best
place to live in.
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